, oll No

.

----_.tnte : Answers should be given in English only
per ordinance. Otherwise your A/Book
will not be evaluated and 00 (Zero) marks
will be counted.

CIS

67751
LL.M. 2nd Semester
(Old Scheme) Last May, 2016
Examination-May, 2017
INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES AND
PRINCIPLES OF LEGISLATION
.Paper: M-04
Time: 3 hours

Max. Marks:

80

Before answering the questions, candidates
should ensure that they have been supplied
the correct and complete question paper. No
complaint in this regard will be entertained
after the examination.

Note: Attempt all questions in Section A and
four questions from Section B selecting

one from each unit. Each question in
Section

A carries

3 marks

and

each

question in Section B carries 14 marks.
67751-550-(P-4)(Q-9)(17)

(

1)

[ Turn Over

SECTION-A

1. Attempt all the questions:
(i) Equitable Interpretation.
(ii) Reddendo Singula and Singul is
(iii) Doctrine of Eclipse
(iv) Doctrine of Perspective overruling
(v) Retrospective Operation of Law
(vi) Pari Materia
[vii] Preamble
(viii) Marginal Notes
SECTION-B
.i

UNIT -I.

!

2. What do you mean
Statutes'

by 'Interpretation

of

? Explain its main object. What are .

the kinds of interpretation

sn51-550-(P-4)(Q-9)(17)

.

(

2)

of the statutes?

3. What is the difference between interpretation
and construction ? Explain with the help of
cases.
UNIT-II
4. What is the value of intrinsic aids of the
construction of statutes?
5. What

do

interpretation

y -'u

Examine.

understand

by

strict

of '",\""';~.:llning
statutes ? Explain

with the help of lee-ding cases.
UNIT - III
6. What do you mean by construction "egudem
genesis' ? Explain with the help of leading
cases?
7. What do you mean by construction Noscitura-socus ? Explain with the help of leading
cases.

67751-550-(P-4)(Q-9)(17)

(3 )

[Turn Over

I'

Unit-IV

.

-

8. Elaborate the relationship between law and
public

opinion.

Explain with the help of

Welfare Legislation in India ?
9. What are the methods
Explain.

677S1-550-(P-4)(Q-9)(17)'

(

4)

of Law Reforms ?

oil No

.

f'ote : Answers should be given in English only
as per ordinance. otherwise your A/Book
will not be evaluated and 00 (Zero)marks
will be c()unted.

67752
LL.M. 2nd Semester
(Old Scheme) Last May, 2016
Examination-May, 2017
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Paper: M-OS
Time: 3 hours

. Max. Marks: 80

Before answering the questions, candidates
should ensure that they have been supplied
the correct and complete question paper. No
complaint in this regard will be entertained
after the examination.

Note: Attempt all questions in Section A and
rour questions from Section B.
SECTION-A
1. Write note on the following:
(a) Contribution

of

Legal

(8x3=24)
Research

in

Codification
6nS2-SSD-(P-3)(0-9)(17)

(

1)

[Turn Over

(b) Case Study Method

"

(c) Con ten t Analysis
(d) Non-doctrinal research
(e) Scaling Techniques
(f) Formulation of Research Problem
(g) Exploratory Research Design
(h) Purposive sampling

SECTION-B

2. Discuss the importance
its userfulness

of Hypothesis

in conducting research.

and
(14)

3. What do you .mean by 'Sampling' ? Discuss
the

merits

and

demerits

of

techniques.

4. Explain

Sampling
(14)

the

importance

observation.
67752-550-(P-3)(Q-9)(17)

of

participant
(14)

(2 )

s;;

-S. Discuss

distinction

non-doctrinal

between doctrinal

Research

pointing.

advantages and limitations of each.
6. Define 'Research

and
out
(14)

Design'. Explain varIOUS

types of Research Design with the help of
examples.
7. Examine

(14)
various

techniques

used

In

collection of data. After the data is collected,
how is it anaiysed

? Is analysis

of data

relevant in Resea-ch work?
8. Explain

the

essential

(14)
components

of

Research "report with the help of illustrative
legal Research ptoblem.
9. How Legislative Materials

(14)
and

Decisional

Materials play an important role in Research
work?

(14)

.'

67752-550-(P-3)(Q-9)(17)

(

3)

Roll No
Note:

.
Answers should be given in English only
as per ordinance. Otherwise your A/Book
will not be evaluated and 00 (Zero) marks
will be counted.

67753
LL.M.2nd Semester
(Old Scheme) Last May, 2016
Examination-May, 2017
ENVIRONMENTAL LAW
Paper: M-06
. ". Time:

3 hours

Max. Marks:

80

Before answering the questions, candidates
should ensure that they have been supplied
the correct and complete question paper. No
complaint in this regard will be entertained
after the examination.
"Note: Section-A is compulsory.

Attempt any

four questions in Section B. All questions
carry equal marsk.
SECTION -A
1. Explain the following :
67753-550-(P-3)(Q-9)(17)

(

1)

[Turn Over

(a) Wholesomers of water
(b) Various pollutants in water
(c) Forest as a lifeline
(d) Ecology
(e) Objectives of Environment Act, 1986
(1) Features of Air Act
(g) Various reasons of Air Pollution
(h) International
Conventions
safeguarding environment.

for

SECTION-B
2. Water is a basic necessity for life. Explain
the role of Wate: Act in this regard.

s,

•._

To maintain. balance of ecology, forests play
very important role. Explain.

4. Today air traffic is creating lots of pollution
in _air. What are the safeguards under Air
Act, 1981 ?
5. Explain national and international steps
taken for the pollution free environment.
6. Write down an essay on NETA, 1995.
677S3-S50-(P-3)(Q-9)(17)

,,--,.,..

(

2)

-f.

7. Explain the role and powers provided under
NEAAA,1997.
8. Explain· various agendas for the United
Nations Conference on Human Environment.
~

9. Explain the journey of development of
standards of Environment. with the help of
case laws.

67753-550-(P-3)(Q-9)(17)

.

(3)

R l No

.

Note : Answers should be given in English only
as per ordinance. Otherwise your A/Book
will not be evaluated and 00 (Zero) marks
will be counted.

67761
LL.M. 2nd Semester
CBSC Scheme w.e.f. 2016-17
Examination-May, 2017
INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES &
PRINCIPLES OF LEGISLATION
Paper:

16LLM22Cl

Time: 3 hours

Max. Marks: 80

Before answering the questions, candidates
should ensure that they have been supplied
the correct and complete question paper. No
complaint in this regard will be entertained
after the examination.

Note: Attempt all questions In Section A and
four

questions

from Section B. Each

question in Section A carries 3 marks
and each question. in Section B carries
14 marks.
67761-1200-(P-4)(Q-9)(17)

( 1)

[Turn Over

;

SECTION-A

1. Attempt all the questions:
(a) Repealing Statute

I~

(b) Remedial Statute
(c) G-eneral principles of strict construction
(d) Declaratory Statutes
(e) Fiscal Statutes
(t)

Casus Omissus

(g) Empress Repeal and Implied Repeal

(h) Non-Obstante Clause

SECTION-B
UNIT - I
2. What is the difference between interpretation
and construction

of the statutes

judges make the law?
67761-1200-(P-4)(Q-9)(17)

.

(2)

? Do the

·

_ 3. What is the object, purpose and scope of
interpretation?

UNIT -II

4. Discuss Parliamentary history as the part of
the internal aids.

5. What

are

interpretation?

the

internal

aids

of

the

-' .cuss the preamble of the

constitution ?

UNIT - III

6. Explain the following :

(i) Rule of Pari Materia

(ii) Rule of stare decisis

67761-1200-(P-4)(Q-9)(17)

( 3)

[Turn Over

7. Explain the following :

(i) Rule of Noscitur-a-Sociis

(ii) Rule of Ejusden generis

UNIT-IV

8. What are the basic principles of legislations?

9. Elaborate and discuss Benthamite theory of
Utilitarian with the help of legislations.

67761-1200-(P-4}(Q-9)(17)

(

4)

R't>ll No

.

Note : Answers should be given in English only
as per ordinance. Otherwise your A/Book
will not be evaluated and 00 (Zero) marks
will be counted.

67762
LL.M.2nd Semester
CBSC Scheme w.e.f. 2016-17
Examination-May, 2017
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Paper: 16LLM22C2

Time: 3 hours

Max. Marks: 80

Before answering the questions, candidates
should ensure that they have been supplied
the correct and complete question paper. No
complaint in this regard will be entertained
after the examination.

Note: Attempt all questions In Section A and
four questions from Section B.
SECTION-A

1. Write note on the following:

(8x3=24)

(a) Research Method
sns2-12QO-CP-4)(Q-9)(17)

(

1)

[Turn Over

,

(b) Hypothesis
(c) Random Sampling
(d) Scope of Questionnaire method
,
(e) Concept of scaling techniques
(t)

Ratio decidendi

(g) Obiter dicta
(h) Content Analysis

SECTION-B

2. What do you understand

by a 'Case Study' ?

Explain the steps involved in designing

a

case study to solve a Research Problem.
(14)

67762-1200-(P-4)(Q-9)(17)

(

2)

3. Draw a clear distinction between Doctrinal
and

non-doctrinal

Research

pointing

advantages and limitations of each.

out
(14)

4. Define Research Design. Examine the scope
of experimental design and its applicability
(14)

to social science Research.

5. How a Research problem is identified? Write
a note on identification and formulation of
legal research problem.

6. Discuss

observation

(14)

as

a

tool

of data

collection. Also explain types of observations,
its advantages and disadvantages.

7. Define

'Legal

Research'.

(14)

Explain

its

significance in the study of law. What are the
objectives oflegal Research?
67762-1200-(P-4)(Q-9)(17)

(

3)

(14)
[Turn Over

-i

8. Distinguish

between

empirical research

theoretical

and

and their relevance in

social science Research.

(14)

9. Define 'Sampling Method'. Explain various
types of sampling with the help of examples.
(14)

67762-1200-(P-4)(Q-9)(17)

(

4)

Roll No
Note:

.
Answers should be g~ven in English only
as per ordinance. Otherwise your A/Book
will not be evaluated and 00 (Zero) marks
will be counted.
.

67763
LL.M. 2nd Semester
eBse Scheme w.e.f. 2016-17
Examination-May, 2017
ENVIRON~ENTAL LAW
Paper: 16LLM22C3
Time: 3 hours

Max. Marks:

80

Before answering the questions, candidates
should ensure that they have been supplied
the correct and complete question paper. No
complaint in this regard will be entertained
after the examination.
Note:. Attempt all questions

four 'questions

In Section A and

from Section B. Each

question in Section A carries 3 marks
and each question in Section B carries
14·marks.
67763-1200-(P-3)(

0-9)( 17)

( 1)

[Turn Over

SECTION-A
1. Explain the following :
(a)

P.LL.

(b) Deforestation
(c) Polluters Pays Principle
(d) Environment
(e) Water Pollution
.
(f) Pollutant
- (g) Facts of Ratlam Municipality case
(h) Harmful effects

SECTION-B

2. What are the constitutional

provisions

for

protection of environment?

3. What

are

environmental
67763-1200-(P-3)(Q-9)(17)

the

factors

responsible

for

pollution ? E~plain in detail.
(

2)

4. What are the various features and objectives
of AIRAct, 1981 ?
5. Discu s

in

detail

various

provtsions

of

Environmental Act, 1986 for the Protection
of Environment.
6. Discuss in detail the features and objectives
of Green Tribunal Act, 2010.
7. Judiciary has played a key role in protecting
the environment. Discuss with the help of
case laws.
8. Explain

the

features

of the

doctrine

of

Absolute Liability.
9. Discuss the object and salient features of the
Public Liability Insurance Act, 1991.

67763-1200-(P-3)(Q-9)(17)

(

3)

Roll No

.

Note : Answers should be given in English only
as per ordinance. Otherwise your A/Book
will not be evaluated and 00 (Zero)marks
will be counted.

67764
LL.M. 2nd Semester
CBSC Scheme w.e.f. 2016-1'7
Examination-May, 2017
LAW AND SOCIAL TRANSFORMATION
Paper:

16LLM22Dl

Time: 3 hours

Max. Marks: 80

Before answering the questions, candidates
should ensure that they have been supplied
the correct and complete question paper. No
complaint in this regard will be entertained
after the examination.

Note: Attempt all questions In Section A and
four questions
question

form Section B. Each

is Section A carries 3 marks

and each question in Section B carries
~4 marks.

67764-1200-(P-4)( Q-9)( 17)

( 1)

[Turn Over

SECTION-A
1. Write short notes on the following:
(a) Lok Adalats
(b) Causes of Rising Naxalism
(c) Protective Discrimination
(d) Family Courts
(e) Gender Injustice
(f) Legal

against

protection

child

pornography
(g) National Commission for Women
(h) Law is social engineering
SECTION-B
2. Discuss

religion as a divisible factor. What

are the rights to freedom of religion under
Constitution of India ?
3. Reforms

in criminal

court

processes

taken-place in various fields. Discuss.
67764--120o-(P-4)(Q-9)(17)

(

2)

has

4. The law in order to be legitimate and legal,
must

also

satisfy

the

mandates

of the

Constitution of India. Discuss in detail.

5. Discuss

the role of Nyaya-Panchayats

Indian Criminal Justice
the advantages

in

System. What are

and disadvantages of Nyaya

Panchayats ?

6. What constitutional protections are available
to linguistic minorities in India ? Explain.

7. Crimes

against

women

are

committed

frequently across the country. Does passing
of

.riminal

law (Amendment) Act, 2013

helping anywa

to the women ? If yes,

elaborate.

8. Bhoodan
changing

Yojna is
the

67764-1200-(P-4)(Q-9)(17)

a. process

mental

(3)

outlook

aimed
to

at

make

[Turn Over

possible

a

peaceful

transference

of .

ownership of land to the landless. Discuss.

9. What are the Local Self Governing bodies in
rural

areas

and

what

Government in urban

are

Local

self

areas ? Discuss in

detail the common provisions for rural and
urban panchayats.

67764-1200-(P-4)(Q-9)(17)

(

4)

Roll No

: .

Note : Answers should be given in English only
as per ordinance. otherwise your A/Book
will not be evaluated and 00 (Zero)marks
will be counted.

67765
LL.M. 2nd Semester

CBSC Scheme w.e.f. 2016-17
Examination-May, 2017
JUI)ICIAL PROCESS
Paper: 16LLM22D2 ..:

Time : 3 hour»

. Max. Marks: 80 .

Before answering the questions, .candidates
should ensure that they have been supplied.
the' correct and complete question paper. No
complaint in this regard will be entertained
after the examination.
Note: Section A is compulsory.

In Section B

- -attempt any four questions.
SECTION-A

1. (a) What is Justice?
(b) LegalOrder.
67765-1200-(P·3)(Q·9)(17)

(

1)

.

[Turn Over

/.

..

(.c) Judicial Activism.
(d) Accountability
(e) Constitutional
(f)

Structural

Goal

Change

(g) Moral Tradition

(h) Judicial Review
SECTION-B
2. In which way Judicial
social ordering?

Process can lead to

Explain.

3. Write down an essay on Legal Development.
4. Explain the concept of Judic1al Review, .
5. Can Judges make law ? Explain.
6. Why the Indian .Judiciary is independent?
•.Explain the role of judiciary in protecting the
rights of common·man:_
67765-1200-(P-3)(Q-9)(17)

(

2)

7. It is said that Dharma

IS

a foundation of

laws. Explain.

8. Explain

various

theories

describing

relation between law and justice.

9. Explain 'Utilitarian Theory of Law.

67765-1200-(P-3)(Q-9)(17)

(,3 )

the '-

Roll No
Note:

;

.

ATlswers should be given in English only
as per ordinance. Otherwise your A/Book
will not be evaluated and 00 (Zero) marks
will be counted.

67801
LL.M. 3rd Semester (Re-appear)
Examination-May, .2017
LAW OF CONTRACTS IN INDIA & ENGLAND
Paper:

(G-II) M-09

Time: 3 hours

Max. Marks:

80

Before answering the questions, candidates
should ensure that they have been supplied
the correct and complete question paper. No
complaint in this regard will be entertained
after the examination.
Note:

(i) Section-A is compulsory.
Each part
. of the question in this Section carry 3
marks (3 x 8)
..

(ii) Attempt any four questions from
Section B. Each question in this
Section carries 14 marks (14 x 4).

67B01_-1S0-(P-3)(Q-9)(17)

( 1)

[Turn Over

SECTION~A
l. Explain the following :
(a) Coercion
(b) Undue influence
(c) Illusory consideration
(d) Conditional acceptance
(e) Speculative Transactions
(f)

Principal Debtor

(g) Creditor
(h) Co-surety
SECTION - B
2. "Acceptance to an offer IS, what a lighted
match IS to a train of gun powder."
Comment.

...

3. "The Law of Contract is not the whole law of
agreement nor it is the whole law of
obligations." Comment. Refer to case law.
4. "An agreement
void." Comment.

without

consideration

IS

5. What do you mean by. "Fraud" ? Distinguish
between
fraud
and
Mis-representation.
Whether silence amounts to fraud ?
67801-1S0-(P-3)(Q-9)(17)

(

2)

",-

6. "Section 74 boldly cuts the most troublesome
knot in the common law doctrine of
damages." Comment.
--7. "A contract cannot be enforced by a person
who is not a party to it, even though it is
made for his benefit." Discuss with decided
cases.
8. Examine, In brief, the rights and duties of
surety.
9.

Describe the rights of bailee. Distinguish
between particular and general lien.
-' --<

67801-150-(P-3)(Q-9)(17)

(

3)

R

1 No

.

M 'e : Answers should be given in English only

as per ordinance. Otherwise your A/Book
will not be evaluated and 00 (Zero) marks
will be counted.

67802
LL.M. 3rd Se~ester (Re-appear)
Examination-May, 20.17 .
LAW OF CORPORATE MANAGEMENT AND
PARTNERSHIP
Paper: (0 '-Il) M-IO
Time: 3 hours

Max. Marks :'80

Before answering the questions, candidates
should ensure that they have been supplied
the correct and complete question paper. No
complaint in this regard will be entertained
after the examination.
Note:

(i) Section-A is compulsory. Each part
of the question in this Section carry 3
marks (3 x 8)
(ii) Attempt any four questions from
Section B. Each question in this
Section carries. 14 marks (14 x 4).

67802-150-(P-3)(Q-9)(17)

(-1 )

[Turn Over

:I

SECTION-A

1. Explain the following :
(a) Subsidiary company
(b) Statutory meeting
(c) Government company
(d) Company Secretary
(e) Liquidator
(f) Dividend
(g) Dormant partner
(h) Deceased Partner's Liability
SECT610N-B

2. Discuss briefly the historical perspective of
company law in India. How far the English
law has influenced the development of
Company Law in India?
3. "The Doctrine 'of ultravires has become
outdated." Comment. Refer to Case Law.
4 •. "Corporate- device is one. form of associated
enterprise. It is an intricate,. centralized,
economic and administrative structure run
by professional managers who hire capital
from the investor." Comment. Explain the
nature and characteristics of a company.
67802-150-(P-3)(Q-9)(17)

(

2)

.,

· Who can become a member of a company
~ and how ? Distinguish between a 'share
holder' and member of a company. How
membership is terminated?
6. "A proper
balance
between
MajoritySupremacy and minority right is essential for
the smooth functioning of the company."
Comment.
7. Examine the rights and liabilities of
promoters. Explain in brief, his legal status
also. Refer to case law.
8. "Registration of fh:"A s is not compulsory. It is
optional and ther-e is no penalty for nonregistration,
yet
registration
becomes
time
or
the
other".
necessary at one
Comment.
9.

"The general concept of partnership still is
that the firm is not a person in law but is
only an association of individuals." Explain.

67B02-1S0-(P-3)(Q-9)(17)

(

3)

'Rod No

.

Note : Answers should be given in English only
as per ordinance, Otherwise your A/Book
will not be evalua.ted and 00 (Zero) marks
will be counted.

67803
LL.M. 3rd Semester (Re-appear)
Examination-May, 2017
HISTORY AND PRINCIPLES OF CRIMINAL
LAW
Paper: (G-II) M-13
Time:

3 hours

MaX. Marks:

80

Before answering the questions, candidates
should ensure that they have been supplied
the correct and complete question paper. No
complaint in this regard will be entertained
after the examination.
Note:

Attempt all questions in Section A. Each
part of the question in Section-A carries
3 marks

(3 x 8). Attempt

any

four

questions from Section-B. Each question
in Section-B carries 14 marks (14 x 4).

67803-150-(P-4 )(0-9)( 17)

[Turn Over

SECTION-A
(a) "Actus me invito factus non est mens
actus"
(3) .
(b) Good faith

(3)

(c) Joint and constructive liability

(3)

(d) Voyeurism

(3)

(e) Distinction between 'Criminal Force' and
'Assault'
(3)
(f)

Distinction
'Affray'.

between

'Riding'

and
(3)

(g) Doctrine of transferred malice.
(h) What
are
the
different
punishment under IPC ?

(3)

kinds

'of
(3)

SECTION-B
2. "Crime is a revolt against the whole society
and an attack on the civilisation of the day."
-Explain' and discuss the essential elements
of crime.

(14)

3. Define 'Consent' in criminal law and state
the .cases in which the consent of the
harmed
or his guardian
exempts the
person inflicting the harm from criminal
liabilities.
67603-150-(P-4)(Q-S)(17)

(14)
(2 )

4. "Aperson can be prosecuted under clause (4)
of Section 300 IPC, only when it is clear that
clause 1,2 and 3 of the Section each or all of
them

fail

to

suit

the

circumstances."

Examine the above statement with the help
of decided cases.
. (14)
5. What do you understand by the concept of
joint liability ? Discuss the concept in
relation to the offence of gang rape. Can a
woman be prosecuted

as joint liability for

gang rape?
6. It

(14)

said that in every robbery or dacoity
either there is theft or extortion. Explain with
IS

illustration and decided cases.

(14)

7. Section 304-B and Section 498A-IPC are not
(14)
mutually exclusive. Comment.
8. A Mohammedan husband makes allegations
of

unchastity

aga.inst

his

wife

when

pronouncing talak. The wife prosecutes him
,

under Section 500 IPC. The husband claims
protection of Exception 9 of Section 499 IPC.
Would you convict him? Give reasons.
67B03-1S0-(P-4)(Q-9)(17)

(3)

(14)

[Turn Over

9. Discuss fully the essential elements of
criminal misappropriation of property and
distinguish
between
criminal
misappropriation of property and criminal
breach of trust.
.&-

67803-150-(P-4)(Q-9)(17)

(

4)

R(2J No
Nt..U!

:

.

Answers should be given in English only
as per ordinance. Otherwise your A/Book
will not be evaluated and 00 (Zero) marks
will be counted.

67804
LL.M. 3rd Semester (Re-appear)

Examination-May, 2017
COMPARATIVE CRIMINAL PROCEDURE
(INDIA AND ENGLAND)
Paper: (G.-II) M-14
Time: 3 hours

Max. Marks:

80

Before answering the questions, candidates
should ensure that they have been supplied
the correct and complete question paper. No
complaint in this regard will be entertained
after the examination.
Note:

(i) Section-A is compulsory. Each part
of the question in this Section carry 3
marks (8 x 3)
(ii) Attempt any four questions from
Section B. Each question in this
Section carries 14 marks (14 x 4).

67804-1S0-(P-3)(Q-9)(17)

( 1)

[Turn Over

SECTION-A

1. Explain the following :
(a) Shall Presume
(b) Fact
(c) Hostile witness
(d) Documentary Evidence

(e) Criminal complaint
(f) Arrest of person
(g) Bailable offence
(h) Public Prosecutor
SECTION-B

2. What do you mean by Dying Declaration ?
Explain its significance in Evidence. How
Indian Law is different from the English law
in this behalf?
3. What

do

you

understand

by

"Judicial

confession" ? What is the procedure for
recording such confession ? Explain the
evidentiary value of such confession.
4. Describe the law relating to Presumptions in
cases of Dowry Death and Rape.
67804-150-(P-3)(Q-S)(17)

(

2)

/

• Who is an accomplice ? Can a court pass
order of conviction on the basis of statement
made by an accomplice ? What is the law
and practice of courts on this point?

6. Explain the concept of Plea Bargaining.
'Discuss the law relating to Plea Bargaining
in India and England.
7. Who can withdraw a criminal case and
under what circumstances ? Can the
Government
give direction
to
public
prosecutor to withdraw a case? Explain the
legal position in India and England.
8. "Ordinarily for every distinct offence, there
shall be a separate charge, and every such
charge shall be tried separately". Comment.
9. Explain the circumstances under which
maintenance can be granted under Section
125 Cr.PC. Who can claim maintenance
under this section ? What are the powers of
Magistrate in this behalf? Discuss.

67804-150-(P-3)(Q-9)(17)

(

3)

----~----------~----------------~~--~-

Roll No

.

Note : Answers should be given in English only
as per ordinance. Otherwise your A/Book
will not be evaluated and 00 (Zero) marks
will be counted.

67851
LL.M.4th Semester
Examination-May, 2017
LAW OF CORPORATE FINANCE IN THE SEBI
ACT. 1992
Paper: M-18 (G-II)
Time: 3 hours

Max. ·Marks : 80

Before answering the questions, candidates
should ensure that they have been supplied
the correct and complete question paper. No
complaint in this regard will be entertained
after the examination.

Note:

Attempt all. the eight

questions

from

Section A of 3 marks

each any four

questions from Section B of 14 marks
each.

678S1-4S0-(P-4)(Q-9)(17)

( 1)

[Turn Over

--------------------------------------------------~--~~

.•

SECTION-A

1. (a) Convertible Bond

(3)

(b) Stock Broker

(3)

(c) Venture Capital

(3)

(d) Deep Discount Bond

(3)

(e) Non-Voting Shares

(3)

(f)

Hostile Takeover

(3)

(g) Horizontal Merger

(3)

(h) Rematerialisation

(3)

SECTION-B

2. Examine the Purpose, Power and Functions
(14)

of the S.E.B.I.

678S1-4S0-(P-4)(Q-9)(17)

(2 )

,
3. What is the role of Mutual Fund

In the

Financial Market?

(14)

4. Examine the role of Depository from the
point of view of Investors and the Issuing
Companies.

5. What

do

(14)

you

Amalgamation

mean

by

Merger

? What are the motives of

merger and Amalgamation ?

6. Explain

the

and

various

(14)

new instruments

of

capital market and its influence on corporate
finance.

(14)

7. What do you mean by charge ? Distinguish
between fixed and floating charge.

67851-450-(P-4)(Q-9)(17)

(3)

(14)

[Turn Over

8. Discuss the provisions of the Companies Act,
2013 relating to inter corporate loans and
investments.

9. What

is

Ultra

(14)

Vires borrowing

? What

remedies are open to a lender if a company
resorts to Ultra Vires borrowings?

67851-450-(P-4)(Q-9)(17)

(

4)

(14)

Roll No

"

Note : Answers should be given in English only
as per ordinance. Otherwise your A/Book
will not be evaluated and 00 (Zero) marks
will be counted.

67852
LL.M.4th Semester
Examination-May, 2017
LAWOF NEGOTIABLEINSTRUMENTS
BANKING& INSURANCE
Paper:

(G-II) M-19

Time: 3 hours

Max. Marks: 80

Before answering the questions, candidates
should ensure that they have been supplied
the correct and complete question paper. No
complaint in this regard will be entertained
after the examination.
Note:

Section A is compulsory. Attempt any
four questions
in Section 'B'.. All
questions carry equal marks.
SECTION-A

1. (a) Promissory Note
(b) Bill of Exchange
67852-450-(P-3)(Q-9)(17)

( 1)

[Turn Over

(c) Crossing of cheque
(d) Inchoate Stamped Instrument
(e) Types of Endorsement
(f)

Holder in due course

(g) Material Alterations
(h) Apparent Tenor of Instrument
SECTION-B
2. Explain essential conditions of Promissory
note, also give a specimen of promissory note.
3. Explain, "Holder in due course is a 'Holder'
but a Holder is not a Holder in due course".
4. Explain Arbitration agreement alongwith its
essentials .
. '---5. Explain

the

objectives

and

features

of

Negotiable Instrument Act, 1881.
6. Explain the objects and reasons of FEMA,
1999.

67852-450-(P-3)(Q-9)(17)

f \

(

2)

7. Explain the

circumstances

when banker

must refuse the payment of cheques.
8. Explain

criminal

liabilities

in

case

of

dish onour of cheque alongwith Case laws.
9. What

are

relationship

the

general

between

customer?

67852·~50·(P·3)(Q·9)(17)

( 3)

a

and
banker

special
and

a

,',

.p-..1l No. .

.

Note : Answers should be given in English only
as per ordinance. Otherwise your A/Book
will not be evaluated and 00 (Zero)marks
will be counted.

67853
LL.M. 4th Semester
Examination-May, 2017
INDUSTRIAL AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
LAW
Paper:

M-20 (G-II)

Time : 3 hours

Max. Marks: 80

Before answering the questions, candidates
should ensure that they have peen supplied
the correct and complete question paper. No
complaint in this regard will be entertained
after the examination.
Note: Attempt all questions in Section A and

four questions from Section B. Each •
question in Section A carries . 3 marks
and each question in Section .B carries
14 marks.
67853-450-(P-3)(Q-9)(17)

( 1)

[Turn Over

SECTION-A

OJ

(COMPULSORY)

1. Write notes on the following:
(a) Geographical Indications

(b). UNCTAD
(c) TRIPS
(d) WIPO
(e) PCT
(f)

Plant Patenting

(g) Piracy
. (h) Inventions

SECTION-B

2. What are the various
property rights ?

67853-450-(P-3)(Q-9)(17)

(2 )

types of intellectual

•

3. What

is

the

period .of

assignment

of

copyright?
4. What are the Evidentiary Problem in action
of passing off?
,

5. How Intellectual Property and Human rights
are related with each other?
6. What

do you

understand

by traditional

knowledge and Rights of Indigenous people?
7. Discuss

the

nature

and

types

biotechnology patents.
8. What

do" you

mean

of
.

by

'Assignment

,

of

Copyright' ? What are the requisites. of valid
assignment of copyright?
9. Define Copyright ? What are the various
modes of copyright·?

67853-450-(P-3)(Q-S)(17)

(3)

,
I

J?.oll No

.

lVvte : Answers should be given in English only
as per ordinance. Otherwise your A/Book
will not be evaluated and 00 (Zero)marks
will be counted.

67854
LL.M.4th Semester
Examination-May, 2017
PENOLOGY AND VICTIMOLOGY
Paper: M-24 (G-IV)
Time: 3 hours

Max. Marks:

80

Before answering the questions, candidates
should ensure that they have been supplied
the correct and complete question paper. No
complaint in this regard will be entertained
after the examination.
Note: Attempt all questions

of Section A of 3

marks and four questions of Section B of
14 marks each .
. SECTION-A

1. Explain the following :
(i) What do you mean by criminology ?
678S4-4S0-(P-3)(Q-9)(17)

( 1)

[Turn Over

(ii) Theory of Lombroso in the criminology
(iii)White collar crime

.

(iv) What are the organised crime?
(v) Capital Punishment
(vi) What is Juvenile Delinquency?
(vii)Rights of victim of crime
(viii)Relation

between

victimology

and

criminology.
SECTION - B
2. What do you understand

by victimology

Describe its scope, importance

?

and judicial

contribution to it.
3. Define Probation ? Explain prerequisite
conditions prescribed for the release of
offender on probation.
4. Discuss the constitutional

and the statutory

provisions relating to the compensation
the victims of crime.
67854-450-(P-3)(Q-9)(17)

(

2)

to

5. What are the object of prisons? Discuss the
jail evils and suggest the measures to remove
them. Refer the decided cases in this regard.
6. Explain the origin, development and process
of the Juvenile Courts.
7. What is the white colloar crime? What are
the remedies you can better suggest for
combating such offence? Quote the suitable
illustration to support your answer.
8. What is criminal behaviour ? Explain the
theories of learning of criminal behaviour.
9. What are the different theories regarding
justification of victims compensation ?

67854-450-(P-3)(Q-9)(17)

(

3)

Roll No

.

Note : Answers should be given in English only
as per ordinance. Otherwise your A/Book
will not be evaluated ~d 00 (Zero)marks
Will be counted.

67855
LL.M. 4th Semester

Examination-May, 2017
SOCIO·ECONOMIC OFFENCES AND .
FELONIOUS TORTS
Paper : M-25 (G-IV)

Time : 3 hours

Max. Marks: 80

Before answering the questions, candidates
should ensure that they have been supplied
the correct and complete question paper. No
complaint in this regard will be entertained
after the examination.
Note: Attempt four. questions from Section A

and all questions from Section B. Each
questions in Section A carries 14 marks
and each question.in Section i3 carries 3
marks.
678S5-4SQ-(P-4)(Q-9)(17)

( 1)

. [Turn Over

SECTION-A

1.

Discuss the concept, nature

and extent of

Socio-Economic Offences.

2. What

are

Prevention
Whether

the
of

various

offences

Corruption

Act,

corruption

is defined

under
1988

under

?
the

Act? Discuss.

3. Critically analyse

the sentencing

policy in

the Prevention of Corruption Act, 1988 and
the Prevention

of Money Laundering

2002. Is it fair to say that the punishment

Act,
of

'public censure' in NDPS Act, 1985 and the
Food Adulteration

Act, 1954- has

lost its

relevance in the age of 'trial by media' ?

67855-45Q-(P-4)(Q-9)(17f

(

2.)

4. It is said· that

Essential

Commodity Act,

1955 does not follow general principles of
crimina! jurisprudence

? Do you agree ? Give

reasons.

5. Discuss
Drugs

the

salient

and

features

Psychotropic

of Narcotic

Substances

Act,

1985.

6. The process of Money Laundering usually
involves

Placement,

Layering

and

Integration.

Discuss. Critically evaluate the

steps taken by India to tackle the menace of
Money Laundering.

7. Define

'foreign

provisions

security'

relating

to

and

state

'Regulation

the
and

Management of Foreign Exchange' under the
FEMA, 1999.

67855-450-(P-4)(Q-9){17)

(3)

[Turn Over

8. What are offences and penalties
Scheduled

Caste

and

of

Atrocities)

(Prevention

under

Scheduled
Act,

the

Tribes
1989

?

Discuss.
SECTION-B
9. Write note on the following:
under

(a) Misconduct
Corruption Act
(b) Dowry

(c) Human Trafficking
(d) Civil Rights
(e) White collar criminality
(f) Negligence
(g) Felonious tort
(h) Prostitution

678Ss.4SQ-(P-4)(Q-9)(17)

,(

4)

Prevention

of

Roll •. o

.

Note : Answers should be given in English only
as per ordinance. Otherwise your A/Book
will not be evaluated and 00 (Zero) marks
will be counted.

67856
LL.M.4th Semester
Examination-May, 2017
COLLECTIVE VIOLENCE AND CRIMINAL
JUSTICE SYSTEM
Paper : M-26 (G-IV)

Time : 3 hours

Max. Marks: 80

Before answering the questions, candidates
should ensure that they have been supplied
the correct and complete question paper. No
complaint in this regard will be entertained
after the examination.
Note: Attempt any four questions from Section
A and all questions

in Section B are

compulsory.' Each question in Section A
carries 14 marks and Section B carries 3
marks.

67856-450-(P-4)(Q-9)(17)

.'

(

1)

[Turn Over

SECTION-A

1.

What do you understand
violence ? Discuss

by communal

the role of police in

dealing with communal violence.

2. Write an essay on violence aga:inst women.

3. Discuss with reasons 'Naxalite' violence as a
form of collective political violence. What
measures

are

necessary

to

curb

such

violence ? Explain.

4. Explain the citizen's right to freedom of
speech

and

Constitution

expression
and

under

Indian

in its context.

Discuss

'Hate Speech'.

5. Explain the concept of·'atrocity' under the
Scheduled

67856-450-(P-4)(Q-9)(17)

Caste

and

(

2)

Scheduled

Tribes

Prevention of Atrocity) Act and discuss penal
provisions.

6. Discuss

reasons

for Agrarian violence and

explain legal and constitutional provisions to
control such violence.

7. What do you understand

by non-violence?

Discuss the views -f Gandhi in this regard.

8. Write an

essay

on legal and

extra-legal

repressron.

SECTION-B

9. Write short notes on the following:
(a) Force-monopoly of modern law
(b) Coercion
(c) Ahinsa
(d) Symbolic Violence
67856-450-(P-4)(Q-9)(17)

(3 )

[Turn Over

(e) Institutionalised

Violence

(f) . Untouchability
(g) Caste based violence

(h) Collective Political Violence

67856-450-(P-4)(Q-9)(17)

(

4)

.•~oll No

.

Answers should be given in English only as per
ordinance. Otherwise your A/Book will not be
evaluated and 00 (Zero) marks will be counted

•

67857
LL.M. 4th Semester
Examination-May, 2017
COMPARATIVE, FEDERALISM
(India ~ Switzerland)
Paper:

M-1S (G-I)

Time: 3 hours

Max. Marks: 80
.

-'"

Before answering the questions, candidates
should ensure that they have been supplied
the correct and complete question paper, No
complaint'in this regard. will be entertained
after the examination.
Note: Attempt all questions in Section A.....•
Each
part of the Section A. carries 3 marks.
Attempt any four questions from Section
B. Each question in Section B carries 14
marks.

67857 -200-(P-4)(Q-9)(17)

( 1)

[Turn Over

SECTION-A
1. Explain the following:
(a) Unitary Government

••
(b) Millennium Development Goal

(c) Checks and balance
(d) Residuary Powers
. (e) Doctrine of Immunity
(f)

Trade, 'Commerceand

Inter Course

(g) Grant-in-aid
(h) Treaty power in Federalism

~ection-B

2. What IS Federalism

? Discuss

the concept
-'

and operation of cooperative Federalism

In

reference to India,
678S7-200-(P-4)(Q-SH1()

(

2)

,~-----------------------------------------------------

3. Discuss

the

traditional

trends

of development

approach

to

from

cooperative

Federalism in detail.

4. Discuss the supremacy of Legislation organ
in Federal system of India.

5. Compare

the

Indian

Federalism

to

the

Canadian Federalism.

6. In

settling

the

Inter-state

water

.

and
.

Boundary disputes, discuss the powers and
role of Union and States in India.

7. Discuss the Distribution of Taxes in Indian
and Australian Federalism.

67857-'200-(P-4)(Q-9)(17)

(3 )

[Turn Over

8. Indian judiciary law played
In

strengthening

the

an important

'values

of

rol

Indian

democracy. Discuss in detail.

9. What type of system in there in Switzerland ?
How is it different from Indian Federalism?
Discuss.

67857-200-(P-4)(Q-S)(17)

(

4)

RoUND

.

J:...;tswers
should be given in English only as per
ordinance. Otherwise your A/Book will not be
evaluated and 00 (Zero)marks will be counted

67858
LL.M.4th Semester
Examination-May, 2017
MASS MEDIA LAW
Paper: M-16 (G-I)

.

Time: 3 hours

Max. Marks: 80

Before answering the questions, candidates
should ensure that they have been supplied
the correct and complete question paper. No
complaint in this regard will be entertained
after the examination.

Note: Attempt all questions in Section A and
four questions

from Section B. Each

question in Section A carries 3 marks
and each question in Section B carnes
\

14 marks.

67858-200-(P-4)(Q-9)(17)

~"

.

( 1)

[Turn Over

SECTION-A

1. Write short note on the following:
(i) Ownership Pattern of Films

(8x3=24)

•

(ii) Role of Film Censorship Board
(iii)Advertisement in the Press
(iv) Government Monopoly on Radio
(v) Pre-Censorship
(vi) Press and MRTPAct
(vii)Prior restrain~s on Telecast of Serials
(viii) Power to impose tax and press freedom

SECTION-B

2. What do you mean by 'Mass~Media'. Giye an
account

of ownership

India.

67858-200-(P-4)(Q-9)(17)

patterns

of Press in
(14)

(2 )

What

IS

the difference between Visual and

Non-Visual media?

Discuss its impact on

the minds of people.

(14)

4. "The law of obscenity is one of the most
controversial, the most ambiguous and the
least

understood

of

the

laws .affecting
(14) ..

freedom". Examine the statement ..

5. "Restrictions on f ._ must be judged on its
entirety form the point of view of overall
impact". Comment.

(14)

6. Critically evaluate the nature.of

freedom of

Press given by the Constitution. What is the
scope

of

imposing

restrictions

on

freedom?

this
(14)

7. What do you mean by 'Freedom to Telecast' ?
,

""\

Critically evaluate the decisions relating to
. (14)

Doordarshan.
67858-200-(P-4)(Q-9)(17)

(3)

[Turn Over

imposed

by the-

Constitution on radio and television.

(14).

8. Discuss

the

restrictions

(14)

9. Write on the following:
(a) Newsprint Control Order
(b) Price and Page Schedule Regulation

67858-200-(P-4)(Q-9)(17)

.

( 4)

-

R.oJf

No

.

Answers should be given in English only as per
ordinance. Otherwise your A/Book will not be
evaluated and 00 (Zero) marks will be counted

67859
LL.M. 4th Semester

Examinatio~-May, 2017
HUMAN RIGHTS
Paper: M-17 (G-I)
Time: 3 hours

Max. Marks: 80

Before answering the questions, candidates
should ensure that they have been supplied '
the correct and complete question paper. No
complaint in this regard will be entertained
after the examination.
Note: Section B is compulsory. Each part of the
question in this section carry 3 marks
(8 x 3). Attempt any four questions form
Section A. Each carry 1,4 marks (14x4).
SECTION -A
1. "Recognition and Protection of Human Rights
itself can be considered as a symbol of
civilization". Comment.
67859-200-(P-3)(Q-9)(17)

( 1)

[Turn Over

,2. What do you mean by "Minorities" ? Expl ',__
in brief, the right of minorities to. establish
and adrriinister education institutions In
India.
3. Discuss in. brief, the important features of
the UPHR:' Is the declaration binding In
nature?
4. "Fundamental Right and DirectivePrinciples
of State Policy are _ supplementary
and
complimentary to each other". Comment.
Refer to case law.
5. Explain in brief, the important features of
International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights.
6. 'No one can be subjected to torture, third
-degree methods, inhuman treatment and
punishment". Comment. -Refer to case law
and constitutional provisions in India.
7. "Right to Freedom of Speech and Expression
is one of the most important freedoms in .
Democratic Countries." Comment.

67859-200-(P-3)(Q-9)(17)

(

2)

I'

e

Write
a
critical
International" .

note

Section-B

9. Explain the following. :
(a) Dharma
,

(b) Basic Rights
(c) .Moral Rights
(d) Gender Discrimi ation
(e) Due Process of Law
(f)

World Bank·

(g) Communal Riots
[h]" Linguistic Minority

67859-200-(P-3)(Q-9)(17)

-

(3)

on

"Amnesty

RoUND
Note:

.

in

Answers should be given
English only
as per ordinance. Otherwise your A/Book
will not be eva~uated and 00 (Zero) marks
will be counted.

67765
LL.M. 2nd Semester
eBse Scheme w.e.f. 2016-17
Examination-May, 2017
JUJ)ICIALPRO.CESS
Paper: 16LLM22D2 .
Time : 3 hours

. Max. Marks:

80

Before answering the questions) candidates
should ensure that they have been supplied '
the correct and complete question paper. No
complaint in this regard will be entertained
after the examination.
.
Note: Section A is compulsory .. In Section B
attempt any four questions.
SECTION-A
1. (a) What is Justice?
(b) LegalOrder.
t

6n65-12QO-(P-3)(Q-9)(17)

(

1)

[Turn Over

(c) Judicial Activism.
(d) Accountability _

(e)

Constitutional Goal

(1)

Structural Change

(g) Moral Tradition
(h) Judicial Review
SECTION-B
2. In which way Judicial Process can lead to
social ordering? Explain.
,I

3. Write down an essay on Legal Development.
4. - Explain the concept of .Judicial Review•
.5. Can Judges make law? Explain.

6. Why the Indian Judiciary

is independent?

~xplain the role of judiciary in-protecting the -..
rights of common man: _
67765-1200-(P-3)(Q-9)(17)

(

2)

7.' It is said that Dharma

IS

a foundation

of

describing-

the-

laws. Explain.

8. Explain

various

theories

relation between law and justice.

9. Explain Utilitarian Theory of Law.

67765-12OG-(P-3)(~9)(17)

(.s)

70711
.LAW. 2nd Semester
Examination, May-2017
MEDIA LAW
Pap er-l 6LAWF 1
Time allowed: 3 hours]

[Maximum marks: 40

Note: Section-A is compulsory. Attempt any four questions
from Section-B.
;ffc : ~A
I31f.rcrr<:f ~ I ~B
if ~ r:rrr Jrf<rr ¢t/vrl:r I
Section-A
1.

(a)

Define Media
~ct)~~1

(b)

Limitations of Media

~
(c)

ffisotl>lRlcil;:q

What is freedom on Speech?
~

(d)

'fr

ct) ~ct'?tctl

CF1T ~

?

Obscenity
\3l~~

(e)

Sedition
~

(f)

Advertisement
fcrnT1:R

(g)

Consumer's Rights
~~~

(h)

Defamation
sotl'1i?If11

70711-p-3-Q-9(17)

[p.T.O.

